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(Huntington Beach, CA, September 5, 2013) California 
Faucets introduces RINCON BAY™, the latest addition to  
its line of Custom Faucetry®. The sleek, new design 
described as, “transitional meets deco,” exudes the 
cosmopolitan feel of the San Francisco bayside town for 
which it was named. With an angular, low-set spout, and 
cool blade handles, RINCON BAY’s symmetrically balanced 
proportions deliver a timeless sense of sophisticated style.

“RINCON BAY is a fresh, new design that defines timeless 
elegance and modern simplicity by blending together 
transitional and art deco styles,” states Noah Taft, senior 
vice president of marketing and sales for California 
Faucets. “The low, aerodynamic spout and blade-style 
handles make this a fitting collection for a variety of 
interiors, while also allowing the flexibility to mix and 
match with other California Faucets series.”

RINCON BAY can be mixed and matched for a myriad of 
variations by swapping handle styles with the company’s 
many other faucet series. The design possibilities give 
homeowners and professional designers numerous 
options for adding a signature flare, or a personal touch. 
Like all California Faucets series, the RINCON BAY collection 
includes matching tub, shower, and accessories, and it is 
available in California Faucets’ 30-plus artisan finishes.

RINCON BAY 45 SERIES, and all California Faucets 
products, are designed, engineered, assembled, finished 
and tested by specially trained artisans at the company’s 
Huntington Beach, California manufacturing facility. Each 
product comes with the assurance that the purchase is 

working to support US labor. All products proudly carry 
the Made in CA designation, reflecting the company’s 
commitment to retaining and cultivating as many local 
jobs as possible.

The RINCON BAY 8-inch widespread faucet with blade-
lever handles lists for $619 in Polished Chrome. List price 
for a special finish, such as Oil Rubbed Bronze, is $836. A 
premium finish, such as French Gold PVD, lists for $990.

About California Faucets 
Founded in 1988, California Faucets has established itself 
as an industry leader through its elegant, superior quality 
decorative fittings. The Made in CA-recognized company 
has since grown a reputation for innovation. Within the 
shower system category, its groundbreaking StyleTherm® 
thermostatic shower has brought affordable 
thermostatic technology to the mainstream consumer. 
StyleDrain®, the industry’s first decorative shower drain, 
and the international award winning CeraLine® linear 
shower drain have revolutionized the shower drain 
category. Offering the ultimate in flexibility, Custom 
Faucetry®, continues to grow with dozens of designs 
and decorative finishes that mix and match. Thousands 
of custom designs are made possible through the 
company’s user-friendly online tool, the Virtual Faucets 
Creator®. For more information about California Faucets, 
call 1-800-822-8855 or click www.californiafaucets.com.
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